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As Vice President of Technology at Monolithic 3D (www.MonolithIC3D.com), Brian is driving 
the process and device technology development. MonolithIC 3D Inc. is an IP company 
dedicated to innovation in semiconductor design and fabrication. It invented and developed a 
practical path to the monolithic 3D Integrated Circuit, which includes multiple derivatives for 
Logic, Memory and Electro Optic devices. Brian is a visiting researcher at the Rice University 
Chemistry Department and an Industry Affiliate Partner at the Stanford University 
Nanofabrication Facility.  

 
He has global experience on “both sides of the silicon wafer table”: starting and building Chartered 
Semiconductor of Singapore (now part of Global Foundries) technology and customers as a captive then 
pure foundry from 1988 to 1994, and then directing non-volatile antifuse and flash FPGA (Field 
Programmable Gate Array) technology development at Actel Corporation as a fabless partner and customer 
to over 7 foundries and IDMs around the globe from 1994 to 2008. Brian was also on the startup team for 
Sierra Semiconductor, now PMC-Sierra, where he led the diffusion/implant/general wafer fab engineering for 
digital/analog/EEPROM communications chips. 
 
Brian’s 32 year career includes developing ultra thin silicon thermal oxide and surface cleaning technology, 
plasma etching of metals and oxides, database scaling techniques, process simulation & integration, novel 
ion implant techniques, fab process module engineering/maintenance/operations, and program management 
customer engineering. While at Actel, he was Principal Investigator of over $24M of government funded 
technology programs developing radiation hardened (RH) versions of both anti-fuse and flash based product 
families in open commercial and captive RH wafer foundries. These electronics parts can be found in many 
aerospace systems, from Boeing 777s to the Mars Rovers. 
 
He has published over 90 technical papers and spoken at conferences in the fields of 3D integrated circuits, 
semiconductor microelectronic radiation effects and hardening, as well as new logic, antifuse & flash 
processes, devices, and reliability. He has over 30 issued or pending patents. Brian graduated cum laude in 
Chemistry and was awarded the Joseph F. Deck Award (Chemistry Medal) from Santa Clara University in 
1979. 
 
Whilst in Singapore, Brian & wife Jayme helped start Community of Praise Baptist Church (www.cpbc.org.sg 
), and Brian is currently serving as Board President of CPI International, a 501(c)3 non-profit organization 
that supports Christian missionaries in the 10/40 window. He has spoken and taught subjects such as How to 
Study and Get Better Grades, Microelectronics Processing/Basic Electronics, and hermeneutics in the 
Philippines, Malaysia, India and Singapore. He was also the founding board chairman of CIS International 
School in Singapore to help solve the exodus of missionaries from Singapore due to the high cost of 
educating their children.  Brian currently serves as board president of Transformed Image 
(www.transformedimage.com ), a Silicon Valley based Exodus International (www.exodus-international.org ) 
member ministry that supports those who are struggling with SSA. 
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